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Abstract. Color images may be encoded by using a gray-scale im-
age compression technique on each of the three color planes. Such
an approach, however, does not take advantage of the correlation
existing between the color planes. In this paper, a new
segmentation-based lossless compression method is proposed for
color images. The method exploits the correlation existing among
the three color planes by treating each pixel as a vector of three
components, performing region growing and difference operations
using the vectors, and applying a color coordinate transformation.
The method performed better than the Joint Photographic Experts
Group (JPEG) standard by an average of 3.40 bits/pixel with a da-
tabase including four natural color images of scenery, four images of
burn wounds, and four fractal images, and it outperformed the Joint
Bi-Level Image experts Group (JBIG) standard by an average of
3.01 bits/pixel. When applied to a database of 20 burn wound im-
ages, the 24 bits/pixel images were efficiently compressed to 4.79
bits/pixel, then requiring 4.16 bits/pixel less than JPEG and 5.41
bits/pixel less than JBIG. © 2001 SPIE and IS&T.
[DOI: 10.1117/1.1383781]

1 Introduction

Lossless compression techniques are essential in arc
and communication of medical images. Increasing appl
tions of telemedicine in the areas of dermatology and
thology are creating new demands, such as transmis
and archival of color images. The Burn Unit of the Hospi
Universitario Virgen del Rocı´o de Sevilla and the Biomedi
cal Engineering and Signal Processing Groups of the U
versity of Sevilla are developing a telemedicine proje
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where the diagnosis of burn patients is performed with d
tal color photographs. As automatic classification is p
formed in a procedure where color and texture are essen
a lossless compression method is needed for this partic
application.

Although significant effort has been directed towards
development of lossless algorithms for compressing im
data, most of such methods have been oriented tow
compressing gray-scale or two-tone~binary! images. It is
commonly stated that a red-green-blue~RGB! color image
can be easily compressed by using a gray-scale image c
pression technique on each of the three color compone
However, such an approach does not take advantage o
correlation existing between the color planes.

Recently, a few efforts have been directed towards co
pression of true-color images by taking advantage of th
spectral correlation Singhet al.1 proposed an integer-base
wavelet transform method, which was shown to be effici
for compression of images with fine details. Memon a
Sayood2 proposed several methods based on error pre
tion models, and reported improvement over the perf
mance of the Joint Photographic Experts Group~JPEG!
standard of about 1.5 bits per color pixel. Bockstein3 pro-
posed a new method based on a lossless transforma
from the RGB planes to other planes, defined as lin
combinations of the former, and compressing each of
new planes with a gray-scale image lossless compres
algorithm.4 Van Asscheet al.5 proposed a technique base
on the Karhunen–Loe`ve transform~KLT! to decorrelate the
color planes; compression rates of about 0.5–2.0 bits
pixel better than those provided by lossless JPEG were

;
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Fig. 1 Summary of the SLCIC procedure.
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tained, but with the disadvantage of high computatio
time.

In 1985, Kunt et al.6 proposed a contour-texture ap
proach to picture coding; they called such approac
second-generation image coding techniques, and they
plied it to lossy compression. The main idea behind t
technique is to first segment the image into nearly hom
geneous regions surrounded by contours such that the
tours correspond, as much as possible, to those of the
jects in the image, and then to encode the contour
texture information separately. Because contours can
represented as one-dimensional signals and pixels with
region are highly correlated, such methods are expecte
attain high compression ratios. Although the idea seem
be promising, its implementation meets a series of diffic
ties. A major problem exists at its very important first st
of segmentation, which determines the final performanc
the segmentation-based coding method. Most of the s
mentation algorithms based upon this principle are sop
ticated and give good performance only for specific typ
of images.

Shen and Rangayyan7 proposed a segmentation-bas
lossless image coding~SLIC! technique for radiographic
images. To overcome the problem mentioned above in
lation to segmentation, they proposed a simple reg
growing method. Instead of generating a contour set, a
continuity map is obtained during the region growing pr
cedure. Concurrently, the method also provides a co
sponding error image based on the difference between
pixel and its corresponding ‘‘center pixel.’’ The last step
the algorithm is to code the discontinuity and error d
with the Joint Bilevel Image experts Group~JBIG! com-
pression standard.8

We have recently extended the SLIC algorithm to co
images.9 In order to exploit the correlation existing amon
the three color planes, our algorithm treats each pixel of
image as a three-dimensional~3D! vector ~RGB! and per-
forms 3D region growing. The method produces a thr
component error image but only a one-component disc
lectronicimaging.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 03/30/2017 T
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tinuity map. With a view to obtain better compression, w
have included a lossless color-coordinate conversion
from RGB to the luminance, in-phase, and quadratu
phase~YIQ! representation system.10

We devote Sec. 2 to provide details of the segmentati
based lossless color image coding~SLCIC! algorithm, and
provide the results of its comparison with the JPEG int
national standard for lossless still-image compression11 in
Sec. 3.

2 Segmentation-Based Lossless Coding
Algorithm for Color Images

In lossless image compression, the task is usually split
two stages: one is image transformation, with the purp
of data decorrelation; the other is encoding of the tra
formed data. In the SLCIC algorithm, image transformati
is achieved in both the region growing procedure and, la
in the JBIG algorithm. The JBIG algorithm uses an ada
tive three-dimensional coding model followed by an ada
tive arithmetic coder.8 Figure 1 gives a block diagram dem
onstrating the various steps in the SLCIC procedure.

2.1 Region Growing Algorithm

As described by Shen and Rangayyan7 for single-
component images, the region growing procedure st
with a single pixel, called the seed pixel. Each of the see
four-connected neighbor pixels, scanned in a fixed orde
checked with a region growing~or inclusion! condition. If
the condition is satisfied, the neighbor pixel is included
the region. The procedure is recursively continued until
spatially connected pixel meets the growing condition.
new region growing procedure is then started with the n
pixel of the image which is not already a member of
region. The procedure ends when every pixel in the ima
has been included in one of the regions grown.

The region growing conditions used in this work are~i!
the neighbor pixel is not a member of any of the regio
already grown, and~ii ! the absolute difference between th
Journal of Electronic Imaging / July 2001 / Vol. 10(3) / 721
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red, green, and blue intensities of the neighbor pixel a
those of the corresponding ‘‘center pixel’’ is less than
predefinederror–level. The center pixel is defined as th
pixel which is being used as the reference to check its fo
connected neighbors for inclusion in the region be
grown; the center pixel would have already been includ
in the region. When a new neighbor pixel is included in t
region being grown, itserror–level-shift-up difference with
respect to its center pixel is stored as the pixel’s ‘‘erro
value; this value is a vector of three components. If only
first of the two region growing conditions is met, the di
continuity index of the pixel is incremented. The discon
nuity index indicates how many times a pixel has be
tested to be included in a region and finally it has not be
included. Therefore, after region growing, a ‘‘discontinui
index image data part’’ and a three-component ‘‘error i
age data part’’ will be obtained. The maximum value of t
discontinuity index is four. Most of the previously reporte
segmentation-based coding algorithms include contour c
ing and region coding; instead of these steps, we us
discontinuity index data part and an error image data p

The error–level is determined by the preselecte
error–bits assigned to each of the three components of
vector aserror – level52error –bits21. For instance, if the
error image is allowed to take up to 5 b/color-plane-pix
for each component (error –bits55), the corresponding
error–level is 16; in other words, the allowed differenc
range is then@215, 15#. The error value of the seed pixel o
each region is defined as the vector formed by the
error–bits bits of each component. The value of the hi
(N2error –bits) bits of the three components of the pix
is stored in a ‘‘high-bits seed data part,’’ whereN is the
number of b/pixel in the original image data.

The above three data parts are used to fully recover
original image during the decoding process. The reg
growing conditions during decoding are~i! the neighbor
pixel under consideration for inclusion is not in any of t
previously grown regions, and~ii ! the discontinuity index
of the pixel is equal to zero. When the conditions are m
for a pixel, its pixel value is restored as the sum of
error–level-shift-down error value and its center pix
value ~except for the seed pixel of every region, for whic
the latter is given by the high-bits seed data part!. If only
the first of the two conditions is satisfied, the discontinu
index of the pixel is decremented. Thus the discontinu
index generated during segmentation is used to guide
gion growing during decoding.

The region growing procedure may be viewed as ad
tive scanning of the image with the aim of maintaining
localized difference or error value within a limited dynam
range prespecified and controlled byerror–bits.

Figure 2 is a simple example for illustration of the r
gion growing procedure and its result. The original image
the 5123512 24-bit Lena image. A 535 segment of the
image is shown in Fig. 2~a!. The value oferror bits is set to
three in this example. Figure 2~b! is the result of region
growing. The corresponding three data parts, namely
continuity index image data, error image data, and high-
seed data, are shown in Figs. 2~c!–2~e!.
722 / Journal of Electronic Imaging / July 2001 / Vol. 10(3)
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2.2 Segmentation-Based Lossless Color Image
Compression Procedure

The complete SLCIC procedure is illustrated in Fig. 1.
the encoding end, the original image is transformed by
region growing procedure into three parts: the discontinu
index image data part with one-dimensional elements,
the error image data part and the high-bits seed data
composed of 3D vectors. The first two data parts are t
gray coded, broken down into bit planes, and finally JB
coded. The last data part is stored or transmitted as-i
needs (N2error –bits)* 3 bits per seed pixel.

At the receiving end JBIG-coded data files are JBI
decoded first and then the gray-coded bit planes are c
posed back to binary code. Finally, the parts are combi
together by the same region growing procedure to reco
as in the encoding scheme to recover the original imag

2.3 Lossless RGB-to-YIQ Transformation

Usually, when coding color images with loss, a transform
tion from RGB color coordinates to YIQ is performed. Th
is based upon the observation that the Y component is
correlated with the chrominance components~I and Q!, and
that most high-frequency components of a color image
concentrated in the Y component.12 In lossless compres
sion, the second advantage cannot be exploited, but the
one is used to gain improved compression.

To change the color coordinates from RGB to YIQ t
following linear transformation is performed12:

Fig. 2 Simple example of the region growing procedure and its re-
sult with error bits set to be three: (a) a 535 segment of the 512
3512 24-bit color Lena image, where each value represents the R,
G, and B component, respectively; (b) result of region growing; (c)
corresponding discontinuity index data part; (d) corresponding error
image data part; (e) the corresponding high-bits seed data part.
erms of Use: http://spiedigitallibrary.org/ss/termsofuse.aspx
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I
Q
G5F 0.299 0.587 0.114

0.596 20.274 20.322

0.211 20.523 0.312
G F R

G
B
G . ~1!

However, this transformation cannot be applied in lo
less compression because it involves floating-point op
tions, thus requiring quantization. In order to avoid quan
zation error, a transformation based on integer arithmeti
required. Such a transformation is completely reversi
and hence lossless, and is given by:1

Y l5 b bR1B

2 c1G

2 c, ~2!

I l5R2B, ~3!

Ql5 bR1B

2 c2G, ~4!

whereb•c denotes the floor function.
The inverse transformation is given by:

R5Y l1 bQl11

2 c1 bI l11

2 c, ~5!

G5Y l2 bQl

2 c, ~6!

B5Y l1 bQl11

2 c2 bI l

2c. ~7!

The subscriptl is used to indicate the lossless nature
the transformation. This transformation performs the Y
one, but without losses, and it is proved in Ref. 1. It
important to note that in order to preserve the lossless
ture of the algorithm, one bit must be added to each of
chrominance error components~one for I and one for Q!
due to the sign that appears when converting from RGB
Y l I lQl .

3 Experimental Results

The SLCIC technique was tested using 12 24-bit color
ages of different sizes and nature. The performance of
SLCIC technique was compared with that of the lossl
JPEG 7 standard and the JBIG standard. The initial
image set includes four images of scenery~Lena, Peppers
Parrots, and Germany!, four images of burn wounds, an
four fractal images ~from http://dir.yahoo.com/Arts/
Visual–Arts/Computer–Generated/Fractals/Artists/!. The
burn wound images have been taken following a proto
explained in Ref. 13. In this protocol a digital photogra
camera is used, and the photographs are stored as true-
ones, i.e., 24 bits per pixel, 8 bits per each color compon
~RGB: red, green, blue!.

Figures 3–5 show the error and the discontinuity ind
data parts as images for three of the test images used. I
be observed in all of the cases illustrated that the e
image does not contain any significant chromaticity inf
oaded From: http://electronicimaging.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 03/30/2017 T
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mation ~actually they look like gray-scale images bein
color ones!, but retains a portion of the boundary inform
tion of the image. The discontinuity index clearly corr
sponds to edges in the image.

The compression performance of the SLCIC meth
with the initial set of 12 images is summarized in Tables
and 2 along with the results of JPEG and JBIG compr
sion. The SLCIC method has a tunable parameter, whic
error–bits. The SLCIC method has outperformed lossle
JPEG on the average for the test image set used by 0.68
per color pixel~with the original images having 24 b/pixe
in the RGB domain!, and JBIG by 0.29 b/pixel. As shown
in Table 1, when using the Yl I lQl coordinates, the perfor
mance of the SLCIC is much better, providing an avera
of 9.24 b/pixel. The method outperformed standard JP
by an average of 3.34 b/pixel, JBIG by 2.95 b/pixel, a
SLCIC with RGB coordinates by 2.66 b/pixel. In Table 2
comparison of the code and decode times for SLC
JPEG, and JBIG is done, where the times of reading
writing the images to and from the disk are also conside
and, for the case of the SLCIC algorithm, the time e
ployed in the conversion from RGB to YIQ is also in
cluded. Although internally SLCIC uses JBIG, it gets fas
times than JBIG alone. This is due to the fact that JB
acting alone has to code 24 bit planes whereas JBIG join
SLCIC only has to code the number of bit planes det
mined by the parametererror–bits. Additionally, the region
growing procedure does not add a significant quantity
the total computational time. The JBIG software we ha

Table 1 Comparison of the performances of SLCIC, JBIG, and
JPEG using twelve 24 b images by b/pixel.

Image
JPEG

(b/pixel)
JBIG

(b/pixel)

SLCIC (b/pix)

RGB YlIlQl

Scenery:

1. Peppers 15.69 15.65 15.99 16.29

2. Germany 17.73 17.49 16.49 12.35

3. Lena 14.79 15.12 15.08 14.98

4. Parrots 18.04 12.06 18.01 9.63

Average for scenery: 16.56 15.08 16.39 13.31

Burn wounds:

1. Photo 1 10.8 12.43 10.64 5.87

2. Photo 2 7.36 8.19 6.56 4.04

3. Photo 3 7.45 8.68 6.8 4.32

4. Photo 4 7.33 8.67 6.74 4.22

Average for burn wounds: 8.24 9.49 7.69 4.61

Fractals:

1. Atlantis 15.12 14.05 13.76 12.76

2. 7 thm 12.09 11.27 11.00 10.97

3. Mandsilv 14.58 14.46 13.45 7.90

4. Yinywthm 9.95 8.17 8.25 7.62

Average for fractals: 12.94 11.99 11.62 9.81

Average for all images: 12.58 12.19 11.9 9.24
Journal of Electronic Imaging / July 2001 / Vol. 10(3) / 723
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Fig. 3 Lena: (a) original image; (b) error image; (c) discontinuity index image.

Fig. 4 Burn wound: (a) original image; (b) error image; (c) discontinuity index image.

Fig. 5 Fractal: (a) original image; (b) error image; (c) discontinuity index image.
Journal of Electronic Imaging / July 2001 / Vol. 10(3)
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employed is a free distribution version developed by AT&
in 1991.

After examining the Y, I, and Q component imag
separately, we realized that the I and Q components w
much more uniform than the luminance one so, they wo
need lesserror–bits to be encoded than the Y componen
We changed the algorithm in order to code each compon
with different number oferror–bits, and we got better re
sults, that are summarized in Table 3. To avoid confusi
we have called this modification of the SLCIC algorithm
SLCIC2. With the SLCIC2 the improvement gained ov
JPEG is 3.40 b/pixel on average and 3.01 b/pixel o
JBIG.

Due to the good results obtained with burn wound i
ages, we were encouraged to study the algorithm for
particular application. Hence, we tested the SLCIC pro
dure with a larger database of 20 burn wound images.
results are summarized in Table 4, given as the mean
the variance for SLCIC, SLCIC2, JPEG, and JBIG, whe
we can see that the SLCIC method has outperformed s
dard JPEG by an average of 4.13 b/pixel and JBIG by 5
b/pixel, and the SLCIC2 has outperformed JPEG by
average of 4.16 b/pixel and JBIG by 5.41 b/pixel. The re
son for such a good performance with burn wound ima
can be found in the special features of the images: t
have uniform colors, such that majority of its information
located in the luminance component exclusively. Additio
ally, even in the luminance component, there are lar
almost-uniform regions.

In the same way as the error matrix and the discontinu
index matrix are coded with JBIG after the region growi
step, we experimented with encoding the seed vector w

Table 2 Comparison of code and decode time for JPEG, JBIG, and
SLCIC-YlIlQl . Computing time of less than 1 s is entered as 0 in the
table.

Image
Size

(col3row3b/pixel)

Code/decode
time (s)

JPEG JBIG SLCIC

Scenery:

1. Peppers 5123512324 2/0 14/14 12/12

2. Germany 7683512324 2/0 19/19 18/18

3. Lena 5123512324 2/0 13/13 12/12

4. Parrots 7683512324 3/0 19/19 16/16

Burn wounds:

1. Photo 1 8323624324 4/1 23/23 17/17

2. Photo 2 8323624324 4/1 22/22 19/19

3. Photo 3 8323624324 5/1 22/22 17/17

4. Photo 4 8323624324 5/1 21/21 18/18

Fractals:

1. Atlantis 3203240324 0/0 4/4 1/1

2. 7 thm 1603120324 0/0 1/1 0/0

3. Mandsilv 1603159324 0/0 1/1 0/0

4. Yinywthm 3203240324 0/0 4/4 1/1
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JBIG. However, the results were poor because the num
of regions obtained was not large.

4 Discussion

While there have been some works on lossless compres
of color images, very few have exploited the notion of wh
has been called second-generation image coding,14 in par-
ticular the segmentation-based approach. In this article
method based on segmentation~region growing! has been
presented. When tested with several general-purpose
ages, the proposed method resulted in an improvemen
3.40 bits per color pixel over the lossless JPEG stand
and of 3.01 bits per color pixel over the JBIG standa
When tested with a database of 20 burn wound images,
method outperformed standard JPEG by 4.16 bits per c
pixel, and standard JBIG by 5.41 bits per color pixel. As w
said, the reason for such a good performance with b
wound images can be found in the special features of
images: they have uniform colors, such that majority of
information is located in the luminance component exc
sively. Additionally, even in the luminance componen
there are large, almost-uniform regions. So, we get v
good results when considering different number
error–bits for each component. The chrominance comp
nents ~I and Q! need lesserror–bits than the luminance
one, because they carry less information.

The computational speed of SLCIC is not very slo
comparing with that of JPEG due to the use of an effici

Table 3 Comparison of the performances of SLCIC2, JBIG, and
JPEG using twelve 24 b images by b/pixel. The SLCIC2 algorithm is
implemented using different number of error–bits for the Y, I, and Q
components.

Image
JPEG

(b/pixel)
JBIG

(b/pixel)
SLCIC2
(b/pix)

Scenery:

1. Peppers 15.69 15.65 16.29

2. Germany 17.73 17.49 12.32

3. Lena 14.79 15.12 14.97

4. Parrots 18.04 12.06 9.61

Average for scenery: 16.56 15.08 13.30

Burn wounds:

1. Photo 1 10.8 12.43 5.83

2. Photo 2 7.36 8.19 4.01

3. Photo 3 7.45 8.68 4.29

4. Photo 4 7.33 8.67 4.20

Average for burn wounds: 8.24 9.49 4.58

Fractals:

1. Atlantis 15.12 14.05 12.69

2. 7 thm 12.09 11.27 10.80

3. Mandsilv 14.58 14.46 7.58

4. Yinywthm 9.95 8.17 7.55

Average for fractals: 12.94 11.99 9.66

Average for all images: 12.58 12.19 9.18
Journal of Electronic Imaging / July 2001 / Vol. 10(3) / 725
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region growing method. Most of the computational cost
SLCIC is due to JBIG coding included in the algorithm
The region growing procedure does not add a signific
quantity to the total computational time. In a SUN Ult
SPARC~120 MB memory, 2.1 GB disk, clock 167 MHz
112 KB cache memory! SLCIC required 1–20 s to encode
decode the images used; JPEG required 1–5 s for the s
images.

We are exploring possibilities of further improvement
the performance of SLCIC by analyzing the nature of
error image. One improvement under consideration is,
stead of changing color coordinates of the whole image
change the representation of only the error image from
RGB planes to hue, saturation, and value~HSV! or to
Y l I lQl . We are also exploring the possibility of using tec
niques other than JBIG, after the region growing step
code the error and discontinuity parts in order to take i
account the individual characteristics of each part.
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